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A Filipino Christmas!
By Erika Ashley Meg Jayma
Grade 12-Tinio

C

hristmas has always held a
special place in the hearts of both
young and elderly people; however,
there is just something peculiarly
heartwarming when this holiday
arrives in the Philippines. Christmas
for Filipinos is not the typical one-day
celebration on the 25th of December;
in fact, it is a process that takes up
the entirety of the ber months.
Anybody who has lived long
enough in the Philippines can
recognize the signs of Christmas
drawing nearer—sellers filling
up their stores to the brim with
intricately designed parols crafted
from simple materials; radio
stations cramming their playlists
with well-loved classics and fresh
favorites; children going around their
neighborhood and singing carols with
great gusto; schedules being adjusted
to accommodate the Simbang Gabi;

Artwork by Giancarlo Gerric Saño
Grade 12-Jose
and that one specific chain of
shopping malls showcasing its
grandest Christmas decorations,
attracting even more customers
by also offering unimaginable
discounts that many Filipinos go
absolutely crazy for.
If one were to compare how
Filipinos celebrated Christmas
back then during the Spanish
era and how it is celebrated
now, one would find slight
differences between the two—the
former being grander and more
public, and the latter being more
subdued and more of a private family
matter. This shows that the spirit of
the Filipino Christmas continues to
adapt to the changing times, yet it
stays as vibrant as it has been since
its birth. This can be seen every 25th
of December as families gather to
dine on Noche Buena, prepare the

aguinaldos for
the younger generation, and laugh
over monito-monita.
The “Christmas, Philippine Style”
will live on as long as Filipinos continue
to value everything and everyone dear
to them, enthusiastically gathering
during a season that celebrates love,
faith, family, and joyful hope for the
future.
Maligayang Pasko at Manigong
Bagong Taon sa ating lahat!
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Real Life Super Twins
of OBMC Las Piñas

By Alliyah Marie Beloso
Grade 11-Amorsolo

Cleanup
by the
Bay
		

W

By Abigail Anne Pepino
Grade 11-Amorsolo

T

he International Coastal
Cleanup was initiated in 1986 by
the US-based Ocean Conservancy
(OC), a non-profit organization that
helps to clean the world’s bodies
of water and to raise awareness
regarding water pollution. The
Philippines has been joining the
International Coastal Cleanup (ICC)
every year since 1994.
On Nov. 17, 2018, around 50
volunteers, including some Senior
High School students and faculty
members of OB Montessori CenterLas Piñas, took part in the Coastal
Cleanup. They joined contingents of
volunteers from other OB campuses
as well as from other schools around
Metro Manila. The volunteers
prepared themselves with their own
face masks to protect them from the
unpleasant smell of the area, rubber
or plastic gloves, and used sacks to
store the trash collected from the
coastline.
Besides collecting, cleaning or
picking up of the trash from the coast
lines, the volunteers sorted and noted

down the
amount they
gathered
based on its types. Each
group of volunteers were given an
Ocean Trash Data Form to record the
information and identify the debris
or material retrieved. Not only was
this data form for statistical purposes
but it also helps to raise awareness
of ocean trash. This awareness will
hopefully change the behavior of
people with regards to disposing
their trash properly and assist in
analyzing the information to design
sound, information-based solutions
and policies on the marine debris
problem. Data collected from these
forms also encourage industries to
reduce their trash to protect our
bodies of water and marine life.
“Personally, it was a very fulfilling
task because I have never really
joined a cleanup group. I am glad that
I was able to help and really pull my
weight on the mission to clean Manila
Bay,” explained Carlos Torres of
11-Amorsolo.
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hen I was a young girl, I was
fond of watching the television
show Super Twins, which aired
sometime around 2007. I was in awe
of the twins in the show because they
could do many marvelous things.
Fast forward to 2018—I was given
the opportunity to interview a pair
of twin sisters, Dexter and Danielle
Cruz, who are currently in Grade
8. They are usually called by their
nicknames “Kikay” and “Kukay,”
respectively. Most of the students in
school know them for their numerous
achievements at a young age, most of
which are awards on gymnastics.
The twins shared that when
they were younger, they were awed

by the gymnastic
performances of
Olympic athletes.
This led Kikay and
Kukay to tell their
father that they
were interested
in the sport—an
idea which their
father quickly came
on board—, so he
decided to look for
a gymnastics school
for his daughters.
From then on the
twins have joined more than ten
competitions such as the recently
concluded Sonny Ty International
Gymnastics Cup, where they landed
first and second place.
If you think that wasn’t super
enough, wait until you find out that
these twins have already experienced
skydiving.
“The original plan was to jump
with an instructor when we were
eight years old,” Kikay and Kukay
shared. However, the two were not
allowed to jump as they were still too
small for the harness.
Their dream came true this year,
for not only did they jump, but also
bagged the title of the youngest

skydivers in the
country. The
jump was so
iconic that they
got interviewed
by “AHA!”, an
informative
television show in
GMA Network.
What is more
impressive is that these super twins
are not only super outside school,
but inside school as well. Kikay and
Kukay both have a reputation for
getting stellar grades despite their
busy schedule. The twins had shared
that most gymnasts would opt for
home-schooling since gymnastics is a
demanding sport where athletes are
encouraged to practice for at least
seven hours a week.
“It takes a lot of focus and time
management in order to balance our
school life as well as our gymnastics
career,” they added. However, the
twins emphasized that studying
is their first priority and that they
prefer attending a regular school like
OB Montessori Center. These super
twins remind us that challenges may
seem difficult to surpass at first,
but with focus and determination,
we will all be able to gain our own
achievements.
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Scenes of the OBMC Las Piñas Minimart

By Christine Manansala
Grade 9-Ruby

W

hen producing
a film or a
movie, one has to
have the right props,
costumes, actors,
actresses, and various
committees tasked
for each part of the
entire project. Imagine
replacing those with a
variety of food, colorful
booths, fresh plants,
DepEd representative Dr. Raymond Magno, a program
and food preserves,
specialist for SHS education, with LP Campus Manager
served by enthusiastic
Leonida Indiongco and ACO Cely Ann Solidum
students and teachers.
during the ribbon cutting.
Welcome to the Food
Fair and Minimart at
Las Piñas Campus!
This yearly activity
is one of the most anticipated
events in school as students,
parents, teachers, and visitors
mingle with each other, enjoying
the different products sold
throughout the day. Preparations
began three months prior to the
event opening last December
7, 2018., under the supervision
of Mr. Jefferson Pascual,
moderator of the Intermediate
Save the Earth Club, and Ms.
Katherine Jocson, Technology
and Livelihood Education
her, the months before the Minimart
teacher of Junior High School.
was not one for slacking. She and her
“As we prepared for the Minimart,
Grade ten students started curing,
we tried to think of things we could
packing, and preserving their meat
do before the day comes to lessen the
products and cooked jams and jellies
cramming,” Ms. Jocson shared. For
during their TLE classes.

unveiled its new menu of mango sago
in crushed ice, coffee jelly, tossed
greens and Caesar salad. Cassava was
also served by the “Native Kakanin”
booth, while “Sweet Endings” offered
the popular strawberry trifle. The rest of
the other booths: “Pinoy Rice Toppings”,
“Shakes”, and “Potato Corner,” also

surprised everyone with
their new additions!
When December 7 came,
at 8 o'clock in the morning,
everyone donned their
costumes, served the food, and
of course, had a great time.
Lights, camera, action!

n NEWS

The Glee Club
Harmonizes their Voices

Since the Las Piñas
Campus has its own unique
Self-Sufficiency Farm, the Save
the Earth Club of Intermediate
students enjoyed growing,
harvesting, and packing crops
and ornamental plants that were
sold in the Minimart. Seedlings
of tomatoes, pechay, mustard,
and many more were propagated
ahead of time, and were ready
before the big day came. Young
students themselves poured bioliquid fertilizers into bottles and
segregated composts into packages
under the guidance of Mr. Pascual.
This year, the Las Piñas
Campus took another step forward by
introducing new products. The “Street
Treats” booth sold the popular kwekkwek, and the “Pasta” booth served
the tasty lasagna. The “Salad Bar”

By Renee Andrea Garfin, Grade 9-Ruby
Marc Vincent Alimario, Grade10-Ruby

O

n October 21, the OB Montessori
Center-Las Piñas High School
Glee Club competed in Voices in
Harmony: The Annual Awit-Tagisan
ng Batang Pilipino 2018, a sought-after
choral competition for high school
students. This year’s event marked
the 20th anniversary celebration of the
Voices in Harmony as a highly-reputed
musical competition.
The event was held at the
Marian Auditorium of Miriam
College—the event’s annual venue.
Participating in the elimination
round where 28 participating schools
nationwide, who vied for the twelve
spots in the semi-finals.
Dressed in their colorful
Balintawak and Barong, the OBMC
Las Piñas High School Glee Club
with Choir Conductor Mr. Michael

Anthony De Leon were first to
perform in the afternoon show.
Their repertoire included LeronLeron Sinta arranged by Saunder
Choi, and Limang Dipang Tao
composed and arranged by the
recently inaugurated National Artist
for Music Maestro Ryan Cayabyab.
Performances were judged
according to musicality, difficulty
of chosen repertoire, musicianship,
and interpretation.
The composers and musicians
who served as the jury were Ronaldo V.
Abarquez, Alejandro D. Consolacion II,
and Prof. Ronan H. Ferer. The program
concluded with announcement of the
top 12 schools qualified for the semi-

finals: CEU Manila, Miriam College,
Don Bosco, QC Science High School,
Dr. Yanga’s College, CSA Biñan, St.
Scholastica’s Academy, St. Andrew's
School, Marist School, St. Paul College,
Bulihan National High School, and
Claret School.
“Though we didn’t make it to the
finals, I am still happy because I have
witnessed how these kids developed—
from the first time we joined the Voices
in Harmony competition years ago up
to now. Tuluy-tuloy lang ang pagsali
natin sa mga competitions para mas
madagdagan pa ang exposure and
experience nila.” Mr. Michael Anthony
De Leon, the Glee Club Moderator said
in an interview.
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The Big Beau:

and be hardworking. Just
like in any form of work or
business, you will always have
competition and there will
always be someone better
than you. So, having the talent
isn’t enough. You need to
continuously train and work
for development, betterment,
and enhancement of each skill
you wish to learn or gain. As
much as we all love the sport,
basketball, you should not
have a one-track mind. One
must never rely on basketball
alone as a source or means
of living. As they say, the only
constant thing in this world
is change. The world evolves
and we also age. Enjoy it while
it lasts but do not forget what
you learned in academics
will be of a more permanent
part of one’s livelihood. A

Our Country’s Pride,
Our School’s Inspiration
By Megan Margaret Antonio, Grade 11-Luna
Ciara Alessandra Russeger, Grade 8-Emerald

B

orn and raised in Gubat,
Sorsogon as the eldest of three
children whose father earns a driver’s
salary, Beau Michael Vincent Belga
is a Filipino professional basketball
player for the Rain or Shine Elasto
Painters in the Philippine Basketball
Association (PBA), for which he has
been with the past 10 years.
While growing up, Beau
contributed to his family’s
finances by selling balut with his
grandmother. He was often bullied
for his stocky physique, so he decided
to focus his attention on basketball.
After finishing at a local high school,
he moved to Manila and enrolled at
the Philippine Christian University
(PCU) where he was recruited for
the PCU Dolphins by a coaching
staff. Along with PBA greats Jayson
Castro and Gabby Espinas, he helped
PCU win the National Collegiate
Athletic Association championship in
2004. Since then, he has had two PBA
championships, and has participated
in the PBA All-Star Week three
times. In 2014, he represented the
Philippines as part of the Gilas
Pilipinas

team in the FIBA Asian Cup,
bringing home a bronze medal.
He represented the Philippines
again in the FIBA World Cup in Spain
just a month later. His wife, Queenie
Manalo-Belga, is an O.B. Montessori
Center-Sta. Ana alumna; their son
Drake Zachary is currently a grade
one student in the Las Piñas campus.

What was the most
challenging situation you
had to face as a basketball
player?
The most challenging situations I
had to face were adjusting to a big city
environment since I was raised in small
provincial town, and to have enough
money to buy my own basketball shoes.
I started playing or training using my
old Chuck Taylor rubber shoes, which
today is no longer safe and ideal in
playing the sport. I am from a belowaverage income family, so even as a
kid I learned to provide for myself and
help my parents in providing for the
family. Adjusting was difficult at first
but through time, tears, sweat, and
perseverance I was able
to survive school and
living on my own.

As a father,
would you
encourage your
child to pursue
the same
path you have
chosen?
Yes, but I wouldn’t
allow him to solely
rely on the sport as
his only means of
living. He has more

choices and opportunities since he
has my wife and I as his parents.
Thankful [sic] that I met my wife,
Drake Zachary’s mother, at the
right time just when I was almost
ready to give up playing basketball.
She convinced me to follow my
dreams though it was really hard
at the time. It was really a tough
time. I was sobbing (a rare moment
I only experienced with my then
girlfriend and now my wife) because
of all the intrigues and accusations
I was facing. Wanted [sic] to finish
college soon and just work together
with wherever she would. Honestly
speaking, I can say that it is because
she believes in me, she is patient,
and she knows me very well that I
am here today. Supported [sic] me
and talked me into pursuing my
dreams with her by my side.

What advice could you
give to aspiring basketball
players here in OBMC?
The advice I could give is if they
wish to pursue a basketball career
they need to have self- discipline

basketball career is a good
investment but it wouldn’t be
a lasting means of income.
My wife has been my constant
reminder in keeping balance.

Do you have any
message for our
readers?
I have had my share
of wrongs and doubts
but do not dwell on
these kind of things,
take it as a drive or
inspiration for you
to move forward
and reach your
goals. If you have
always dreamed of
having a happy and
well-purposed life,
never forget to keep
yourself grounded.

Underneath the Starry Night
Underneath an incandescent parol
in hues of red, green, and blue,
or right beside a towering
Christmas tree,

With twinkling lights, jingling
bells, and velvety ribbons,
the holidays have arrived;
for joy, for light, for gifts, for
smiles!
But while millions of Filipinos
meet up with family and
friends,
millions more
roam the street,
somnambulant, starving, and
solemn—d
With no time to celebrate and
laugh,
nor cheer to share around.
While little boys light
shimmering lanterns,
the other boys are selling
them;
the best they can hope for is
a peso or two—p
they have been selling them
all day;
their stomachs ache for
food, their eyes beg for

By Ciara Alessandra Russeger
Grade 8-Emerald
rest,
and their feet marred by calluses
from treading on rough streets.
While those on the street beg for
spare change,
the rest spend thousands on
lechon, hamon, and queso de bola,
and sing gleeful hymns in mass,
clasping hands with those they
love.
They walk by those who beg
outside
and continue their laughs and
splendor.
While those on top sing and dance,
those below them moan in pain.
None extend a helping hand
to their beloved fellowmen.
In their aimless cheer, they pay no
heed
to those who cannot celebrate.
Underneath the starry night,
Christmas cheers echo
and laughter resounds.
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Running After Christmas
By Christine Manansala
Grade 9-Ruby
On the twenty-fourth night of December,
In a country with a rainy blur
A young woman runs down the street
Running home to her sorpresa!

The creaky roof, the moist walls,
The barking dogs, and the shouting calls –
Out came a boy, with nothing for his feet,
“Ate, you’re home!”
She could barely even speak.

Earlier in the morning, in another part of town
A young boy was running,
nothing could make him frown
He left all his playmates, and rushed all his chores,
And shouted repeatedly, until his voice was hoarse:
“I can’t be late, she’s coming home”
His playmates replied, “start running home.”
Thoughts ran her head,
As she passed the winding road,
But all those thoughts halted,
Upon seeing her humble abode.

She’s been gone for three years
She’s been working for five,
She broke down in tears,
“You’re home ate, don’t cry”
They entered the house, she remembered the faces,
“Maligayang Pasko!”
they grabbed drinks from their cases
It was then she knew, she would never have to fear,
Running after Christmas, because everyone was here.

n Entertainment

Crossword Puzzle
By Patrick Fernandez and Van Matthew De Jesus
Grade 9-Emerald
1
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11
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13

12
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16

15
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8

9

18

14

12

ACROSS
1. the Holy City for Christians
2. famous cellular phone
brand
4. sword used by pirates
6. Filipino word for silver
7. known as the ‘resort’
country

9. Italian city
11. an opinion contrary to the
teachings of the church
12. part of a fish
15. a state in the USA
17. colorful toy blocks

17

DOWN
1. branch of Philippine
government
3. public speaking
competition
5. capital of the
Philippines
7. Hindu’s concept of
liberation from the
cycle of death and
rebirth

8. uncivilized
10. enough amount
12. a city in England
13. Egyptian ruler
14. longest river in
Africa
16. online payment
system company
18. a device for
jumping off the
ground

